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Motospeed V30 Wired Gaming Mouse Black

Motospeed V30 gaming mouse (black)
Are you looking for a piece of equipment that won't disappoint during gameplay? The Motospeed mouse will be perfect for you! Thanks to
its  6-stage DPI  adjustment  up to  3500,  you can adjust  its  performance to  your  requirements.  In  addition,  it  will  perfectly  fit  into  your
gaming interior with its RGB backlighting.
 
Tailored to your needs
From today, each of your gameplay will go the way you want, thanks to Motospeed. You can customize the performance of the gaming
mouse, thanks to the 6-position DPI adjustment up to 3500. In addition, this device gives you the opportunity to customize the functions
of individual buttons to meet your needs. The Motospeed mouse will accompany you in many clashes, as its lifespan is up to 20-million
clicks. 
 
Complement your gamer zone
Complement your gaming zone with the original gaming mouse, which is equipped with colorful RGB backlighting. This unique device will
make it easier for you to move quickly and steadily in the game, plus it looks great!
 
Ergonomic design
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Motospeed mouse is not only a functional  device,  but also a comfortable one. Its ergonomic design with a non-slip grip will  prevent it
from slipping from your hand, making gameplay more enjoyable. In addition, it is also resistant to moisture and will work stably in cold
temperatures. From today you can immerse yourself in games for hours! 
 
Producer 
Motospeed 
Model 
V30
DPI
500 / 750 / 1000 / 1500 / 2000 / 3500
Size
128 × 67 × 41 mm
Cable length 
1,8 m
Weight
169 g
Button life 
up to 20,000,000 clicks
Color 
Black

Price:

€ 20.50
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